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10.5 billion! !

What is this concept? !

Everyone in the room is very clear that this is an ordinary person who can’t spend
money in ten lifetimes…No, it should be a huge amount of money that can’t be spent in
twenty lifetimes, thirty lifetimes!

However, now Wayne Lin said lightly, not auctioning precious treasures at auction, but
donating money.

The most terrifying thing is that, adding in the 8.330 billion donated by Wayne Lin
earlier, Wayne Lin donated 19.13 billion!

What a horror is this? No one dared to imagine.

So the audience suddenly lost their voice. It seemed that everyone had been pressed
the pause button. Not only was there no sound but it was strangely quiet. Everyone was
still dumbfounded, looking at Wayne Lin in a daze.

Even Zhou Zhe, he was scared by Wayne Lin now, this damn place is too outrageous,
19.1 billion yuan, equivalent to one-fifth of the value of his Northern Sky Club, just like
that. Ming donated it?

Oh my God!

Even if it is a big man like Zhou Zhe, who has seen a lot of money, he can’t help being
frightened by Wayne Lin’s big hand.



The point is, don’t think Zhou Zhe is now the president of the North Sky Club, his status
is aloof, but his personal wealth is actually only 20 billion, and he is already considered
a super rich.

But for Wayne Lin, he donated 19.1 billion yuan to a charity party, which is crazy.

Even Ye Xingchen, his eyes widened now, and his breathing was much faster.

He stared at Wayne Lin, trying to see through Wayne Lin!

Because he can’t spend so much money, don’t think he is the law enforcement sage in
the Eastern Region of the BRAGRUN organization, but, in terms of financial resources,
he really doesn’t have much.

Now, his heartbeat has accelerated a lot, and the look in Wayne Lin’s eyes is even more
fierce and covetous. He knows now that although Wayne Lin is not as good as him, his
financial resources are not bad.

This made him even more moved. If he could swallow all Wayne Lin’s property, then he
could also become a super rich man. And if he has money, he can do more things, he
can buy more precious pill, and given time, he will have a greater chance of breaking
through to the Dzogchen Realm of Innate Realm!

In an instant, Wayne Lin noticed that Ye Xingchen had made his idea. He sneered in his
heart, and did not put Ye Xingchen in his eyes at all.

“impossible!!!”

At this moment, a sharp voice suddenly sounded, shocking many people.

It’s Zhou Zhe, now his face is ugly, staring at Wayne Lin, gritted his teeth and said:
“Fraud donation! You are definitely a fraud! Wayne Lin, you poor ghost, how can you get
19.1 billion? Three of the companies sold, and none of them can spend so much
money!!!”

Hearing his words, many people present immediately reacted. Yes, Wayne Lin is only
the chairman of the three companies. Among them, the most valuable is Ziqiong Media.
But even if the market value of Ziqiong Media is only about 8 billion, it can’t make up



19.1 billion if it is sold. So they concluded that Wayne Lin was a fraudulent donation.
Wayne Lin was crazy in order to steal the charity ambassador tonight. Up.

The host frowned, and he said, “Mr. Lin, can you get 19.13 billion yuan? If not, you are
fraudulent donations. This behavior is severely cracked down by the country!”

Tonight’s charity party has a rule like this. First call out the amount of donation, and then
make a lump-sum payment. If you can’t pay, it’s a fraud.

If it is a charitable activity of a non-governmental organization, it will be a loss of face at
most, and there will be no substantive consequences, but this is an official organization.
The act of fraudulent donation is not as simple as losing face and is punished.

Zhou Zhe came back to his senses, and he began to chuckle again. Yes, Wayne Lin
was a fraud. The larger the amount Wayne Lin shouted, the heavier the punishment
would be.

Once Wayne Lin can’t pay the 19.13 billion, then Wayne Lin will be over. When the time
comes, the identity of the charity ambassador will remain his, hahaha…

Damon Wang and Jeff Han also began to be anxious. They didn’t expect Wayne Lin to
play so big, cold sweat broke out on their foreheads, like sitting on pins and needles.

Wayne Lin could still laugh at this time. He said: “I can naturally afford this sum of
money, which is less than 20 billion, and it is not a lot of money.”

The tone is too big to say, don’t pretend to force you to die.

Almost everyone present thinks this way.

Zhou Zhe laughed loudly. He pointed to Wayne Lin and said, “Wayne Lin! Since your
tone is so big that you don’t care about 20 billion, then you should pay it to us. If you
can’t pay, Then you are fraudulent donation, once you fraudulent donation, you just wait
to die!!”

He gritted his teeth now, his expression was visibly distorted, and his eyes looked at
Wayne Lin full of hatred and disgust.

Everyone despised him when he saw his gaffe.



But most people can still understand it. After all, Wayne Lin played too much this time,
even doing things like fraudulent donations.

Until now, no one believed that Wayne Lin could get this money.

Wayne Lin stood up slowly, with a bright smile, and said: “Okay, since you want me to
pay first, then I’m not welcome.”

He said, he walked to the host, the host was full of suspicion, but out of professional
ethics, he still took Wayne Lin to the payment area.

Such a large amount requires professional financial personnel to transfer funds.

Moreover, it is necessary to have authoritative supervisory personnel on the scene, so
that the situation of loosing one’s own pockets is not allowed, and it is determined that
the money is spent on the blade.

Wayne Lin started the transfer under the guidance of professionals.

19.13 billion, which is an astronomical figure. The professionals present are very
cautious and careful, for fear of any link going wrong.

“Okay, Mr. Lin, as long as you enter the password, you can transfer.” A lady with a nice
face said respectfully to Wayne Lin.

“Okay.” Wayne Lin always behaved very calmly, without the slightest nervousness, let
alone the slightest showing off. Everything seemed so natural and casual, as if 19.13
billion was just a number to him.

Zhou Zhe was even more upset when he saw him like this, and gritted his teeth and
said: “Huh! I’m still pretending to be here, waiting for you to lose face!”

Similarly, Damon Wang and Jeff Han were also very nervous. They hoped that Wayne
Lin could transfer the funds successfully, but intellectually, they knew that this was
impossible because Wayne Lin didn’t have that much money.

As for the others, their eyes were fixed on Wayne Lin.



At this moment, Wayne Lin entered the password and pressed the confirm key. After a
few seconds, a pleasant female voice prompt sounded, “Dear Mr. Wayne Lin,
successfully transferred 19.13 billion yuan.”

Upon hearing this tone, the audience was stunned again.

And Zhou Zhe had a wonderful expression on his face.

Chapter 450
The transfer was successful…

At this moment, everyone felt very unreal, as if they were dreaming.

It wasn’t that they had never seen such a large sum of money, but none of them thought
that Wayne Lin could spend so much money.

In particular, the money is not buying precious treasures at auctions, nor is it buying
companies, but donations. This kind of impact is unprecedented for them.

Zhou Zhe stayed in place, and for a moment, the expression on his face changed
madly, very funny.

He couldn’t believe it was true.

You know, he was bound to win the charity ambassador tonight, and for the charity
ambassador tonight, he also put out 8.8 billion and invested his money!

But now, the identity of the charity ambassador is gone, which means that his eight
hundred and eighty-eight billion dollars have been spent, and he was thrown into the
sea!

This kind of strong contrast made him totally unacceptable for a while.

As a result, he instantly lost his reason, his eyes were red, and he rushed towards
Wayne Lin with a grim expression and shouted: “Impossible! This is fake, it must be
fake! How could Wayne Lin get it? With so much money, you are cooperating with him
to cheat!!”



Hearing his words, all the staff, including the host, had a hard time looking!

As for the people in the North Sky Club, they also changed their colors and became
scared. They realized that Zhou Zhe had committed a big mistake, and they dared to
question the official. Isn’t this a court death!

Wayne Lin narrowed his eyes and said with a sneer: “Zhou Zhe! You are so brave, how
dare you be disrespectful to the government?!”

Zhou Zhe hasn’t come to his senses. The strong contrast just now and his hatred of
Wayne Lin made him lose his mind. He cursed with a grim expression: “Wayne Lin! You
damn poor ghost, you are just a man. How could a small group boss get so much
money! You not only fraudulently donate, you also cheat! Wayne Lin, you are dead!!!”

“Really?” Wayne Lin squinted, smiling.

At this moment, there was a majestic scolding: “Presumptuous!!”

As the voice fell, a tall, silver-haired, but tough old man came out from the background.
He stared at Zhou Zhe coldly and cursed: “Zhou Zhe, you are so bold, how dare you
Slandering the official fraud, I think you are living impatiently! Come on, take down this
unruly mob for me.”

Seeing this old man, Zhou Zhe’s face changed drastically in an instant, and he began to
fear. Moreover, he finally realized that he had made a big mistake.

In an instant, his face turned pale, he gasped, and he suddenly realized that what he
was doing, he actually questioned the official fraud, and even said it on such an
important occasion, isn’t it a death sentence?

He began to swing his legs.

Moreover, this old man is currently a powerful figure in China.

When it was over, he realized that he was in trouble this time.

“My lord, I was wrong! I was reckless, not clear-headed, and slandered the official.
Please let the lord leave the villain and ask!”



When Zhou Zhe saw this old man, his guts were scared. If he knew that the lord was
here, he would not dare to be so presumptuous just now.

As for the other people present, they were equally shocked when they saw this old man.
This is the biggest figure in Province G. They are businessmen who are not enough to
see in front of the state lord.

Even Wayne Lin was surprised. He had only seen this famous governor on TV. He
didn’t expect that the governor would also come over tonight’s charity party.

It’s no wonder that he just felt that there was an auspicious atmosphere in the
background, surging and extraordinary, it turned out to be the Lord Governor.

The Lord Governor ignored Zhou Zhe’s begging for mercy at all, he said with a cold
face: “

Take down. “

Soon, someone took Zhou Zhe down. Even if the four people’s cultivation bases were
not high and they were not his opponents, Zhou Zhe didn’t dare to resist any thoughts.
After all, once he resisted, his fate would be overwhelming. .

He Beitian will be very strong, but compared with the governor, he is not at the same
level.

Now he regrets it to the extreme. He knew this before. He didn’t run out just now when
he killed him. This time, he really lost his wife and broke down. Not only did he
accompany 8.8 billion in vain, he also angered the state lord. Your lord, now he is really
at a loss!

Originally, even if he donated 8.8 billion and couldn’t get the status of charity
ambassador, at least he could leave a good impression on the official side, but now,
there is nothing left.

He continued to beg for mercy and was about to kneel down, but the governor ignored
him at all, and asked him to pay the 8.8 billion amount first. He didn’t dare to say
anything, so he had to pay obediently, only feeling the heart and soul. The position is
painful and my breathing is not smooth.



Especially when he saw Wayne Lin’s mocking eyes, he hated it to the extreme, almost
fainting.

Seeing the appearance of the lord of the state, the atmosphere on the scene was
different, and other people also transferred money one after another.

Ye Xingchen stared at Wayne Lin, the murderous intent in his eyes was so strong that
the air in front of him was thickened.

Wayne Lin instantly felt his murderous intent, turned his head, sneered, and directly
raised a middle finger to Ye Xingchen.

This action angered Ye Xingchen even more, making him gritted his teeth! Can’t wait to
tear Wayne Lin apart immediately.

But he still held back it, and he was not allowed to do so in the present situation.

Finally, he looked at Wayne Lin coldly, turned and left without paying attention to Zhou
Zhe.

In his eyes, Zhou Zhe is just an ant.

“Wayne Lin, you wild species shouldn’t exist in this world. As a shame to the
organization, when the saint king kindly put you a fate, you should be humiliated for a
lifetime, spent in pain, and finally died desolately. As a result. You have actually
achieved the innate realm, and you have lived so beautifully and beautifully. This is your
blasphemy against the organization!!”

“Nishang, you b*tch, you dare to violate the Saint King’s orders, you are dead.”

“Wayne Lin, I won’t be anxious to kill you, I will torture you slowly! I don’t know when
that b*tch Qin Yuehua saw your body, what kind of expression would it look like?”

“I am looking forward to…”

Ye Xingchen left, carrying his murderous intent and hatred towards Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin looked at the back of him leaving, with the same murderous intent.



“Is it the fourth level in the innate realm? So what? I can kill Brian Gu in the second level
when I first ascend to the innate realm, and I can kill Wu Meizi in the third level in half a
year. You can still kill you at the fourth level!”

Tonight’s charity gala was an unprecedented success. The original official plan and all
charity projects could raise 20 billion yuan, which is already a very good situation.

But as a result, 50 billion yuan was raised in one go, which has greatly exceeded the
official expectations, so the governor was particularly happy and blushed.

After everyone paid the amount, the lord of the state personally awarded Wayne Lin the
trophy to the charity ambassador, and took a group photo.

At this moment, Wayne Lin added glory, but anyone with a little bit of knowledge knows
that Wayne Lin’s identity is now different. He is no longer the former martial artist who
only knows how to fight and kill, but has received official support. He won a death-free
gold medal, and whoever wants to move him in the future has to weigh it carefully.

After all the procedures were completed, Wayne Lin was about to leave. At this time, the
lord of the governor stopped him, “Lin Xiaoyou, I have a good pot of Longjing tea, don’t
you know if you like to drink it?”

When the people around heard this, they were stunned, and immediately looked at
Wayne Lin in admiration and awe, Master Zhou, this is to throw an olive branch to
Wayne Lin, what an honor it is!

Chapter 451
Even Wayne Lin was stunned and surprised. He didn’t expect the Lord of the State to
throw an olive branch at him like this.

After all, the status of the lord of the state is not ordinary.

Especially the Lord of the State in front of him has a very profound background. If he
has a relationship with the Lord of the State, then his identity will rise with the tide.



Wayne Lin almost didn’t hesitate, just a flash of thought in his mind, and he smiled and
agreed, “Since the lord of the governor invited him, then it is better for Lin to respect his
life.”

The governor laughed loudly and looked particularly happy.

Half an hour later, Wayne Lin arrived in a relatively old quarter and went into the Lord’s
house. He was immediately surprised. He never expected that Lord’s Lord would live in
such a simple place.

As the lord of the state, how can you live in a big villa!

The governor found Wayne Lin’s surprise. He smiled and said, “Why, do you think I live
here?”

Wayne Lin nodded honestly.

“Haha.” The governor smiled slightly, and then said: “You think it’s normal to be
surprised. Most people think that I should live in a big villa to be worthy of my identity.”

Wayne Lin looked at the lord of the state, from him, he felt a wind of incorruptibility,
which was different from other people in power he encountered.

Moreover, he could see that the lord of the state did not pretend.

Now he felt that there was a few powerful auras hidden in the surroundings. It was
obviously the guard of the lord of the state, protecting the lord of the state in the dark.

The lord of the state took out the key and opened the door. After Wayne Lin came in, he
realized that the house was even more primitive and completely ordinary family. If
Wayne Lin hadn’t seen it with his own eyes, he would not believe it was true!

How honorable is the status of the Lord of the State. He is an absolute leader in
Province G. Stomping his feet can cause earthquakes in Province G. It is really
incredible to live in such a simple residence now.

At the same time, Wayne Lin respected the lord of the state even more.



“A lot of people have given me gifts, no matter how big the villa, I have accepted, but I
didn’t ask for one, Xiaoyou Lin, you are a smart person, guess why?” After the lord
came in, he personally gave LinWayne poured a glass of boiled water and asked with a
smile. Wayne Lin quickly stood up and took it with both hands.

“I guess, the lord of the state has a clean and honest work style, has lofty ambitions,
and dismisses these superficial enjoyments.” Wayne Lin said seriously.

“Hahahaha…” After hearing this, the governor laughed loudly, “Little friend Lin, you have
misunderstood me. I am not so noble, prosperous and wealthy. Who doesn’t want to
enjoy it? But I deserve it!”

The lord of the state took a sip of water and said, “Now our country is still developing.
There are so many compatriots who are still suffering and various disasters continue.
Where can I enjoy it?”

Wayne Lin was stunned. He really didn’t expect that the Lord of the State would be
because of this reason, but he saw the sadness and helplessness in the eyes of the
Lord of the State, he knew that the Lord of the State did not deliberately pretend it. It’s
the true thoughts of the governor.

He couldn’t help but shook his whole body, admiring the Lord Master even more!

“My lord, you have done a good job.” Wayne Lin said deeply.

“No!” The governor shook his head and said, his eyes suddenly sharpened, “I have not
done enough! Lin Xiaoyou, do you know how many poor people and how many families
there are in our province in g Especially in this disaster, how many people suffered?
Originally, I could do better, but I did not do it well! Lin Xiaoyou, you said there are still
so many compatriots who are in suffering, I, the lord, where can I live Big villa, eat the
delicacies of the mountains and the sea?!”

The lord of the state is only in his sixties now, but his hair is a lot paler and there are
many wrinkles on his face, looking like an old man in his seventies. But that is

So he was so old, what he said was equally deafening and convulsive! Like the sound
of justice, resounding on this land of China.

Wayne Lin was stunned on the spot.



Then, the lord of the state made a move that shocked Wayne Lin, and saw that the lord
of the state clasped his fists, bowed deeply to Wayne Lin, and said, “Little friend Lin, on
behalf of those compatriots in suffering tonight, thank you and thank you very much.
Your 19.13 billion donation!”

Wayne Lin was frightened, stood up hurriedly, supported the lord of the state, and said:
“Oh, you can’t do it, lord of the state, you have broken me!”

The lord of the state said with a smile: “Xiaoyou Lin, we have such outstanding youths
as you in Province G. It is the blessing of the people of Province G.”

Wayne Lin was a little embarrassed by the praise, scratching his head and said: “My
lord, it is true that I donated money tonight, not all for charity, I still came as a charity
ambassador, after all, some time ago, I killed Some people.”

In fact, after Wayne Lin said this sentence, he was still in a state of anxiety, not sure
how the lord would react. After all, no matter what country or age, murder is a felony.

The lord of the state seemed to see through Wayne Lin’s thoughts, he chuckled, did not
continue with Wayne Lin’s topic, but changed the topic, and said: “Come, Lin Xiaoyou,
taste and taste my Longjing, which I planted myself. , Only a little harvest a year.”

Wayne Lin breathed a sigh of relief, indicating that the lord of the governor would not
care about him anymore. Although his current cultivation base is advanced, it is
absolutely impossible to fight against the official.

Next, Wayne Lin sat down at the lord’s place and chatted while drinking tea. The
difference between the two of them was more than twice as old, and they were able to
chat very speculatively.

Until the evening, the lord of the governor and his wife left Wayne Lin down for dinner.
They were very enthusiastic. Wayne Lin could not refuse, so he had to stay for dinner.

Finally, after coming out of the Lord Master’s house, Wayne Lin still felt a little dazed
and confused, that he actually got to know the Lord Master.

Before leaving, the lord of the state probably mentioned the three places of Xuanyuan,
and told Wayne Lin vaguely that these three places of Xuanyuan were very dangerous
and had to be chosen carefully.



Wayne Lin naturally heard the overtones of Master Zhou. In fact, he himself knew that
he could be found in all three places in Xuanyuan, which indirectly showed that the
three places in Xuanyuan were a very dangerous place and there were really no people.

After all, it is difficult for ordinary people to enter such an important organization without
sufficient qualifications. Especially the birthplace is the most important. Which of the
people inside is not innocent? As for Wayne Lin, his identity is not innocent.

But often the more dangerous things, the greater the benefits. Once you enter the three
places of Xuanyuan and have a position, then Wayne Lin’s identity will become more
honorable.

Wayne Lin left from the home of the lord of the governor and went home directly.

Two days passed in a flash. In these two days, Wayne Lin’s reputation became louder
again. After all, he donated so much money in one go. He was still a charity
ambassador and was invited by the lord of the state. This is something everyone
envied. .

As for Zhou Zhe’s side, he is going crazy, 8.8 billion, just hit the water!

No matter how rich he is, the pain will not stop. Moreover, he was finally taken down by
the lord of the state and lost his face. Now he feels that he has become a joke, and
these are all brought by the guy Wayne Lin!

At the thought, he was furious.

“Mr. Ye, can you solve Wayne Lin!” Zhou Zhe stared at Ye Xingchen with red eyes.

Ye Xingchen was sitting on the sofa, playing with two iron eggs with his right hand.
Suddenly he pressed his hand and heard the sound of clicking. The solid iron egg made
of iron was crushed by him and turned into a ball of iron. Mu, he looked at Zhou Zhe
with a faint smile, and said, “What do you mean?”

Zhou Zhe was shocked, his eyes brightened, and he bowed deeply to Ye Xingchen, “Mr.
Ye, then please!”
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Time flickered and three days passed.

Wayne Lin had a relatively easy time during this period, but he did not relax his vigilance
either. He knew that Ye Xingchen would come to trouble him soon.

He is now a charity ambassador, and if Ye Xingchen really wants to kill him, he must
carefully weigh it!

He doesn’t think that the BRAGRUN organization can be strong enough to compete
with the official.

However, no matter what, his own strength is still the most important.

With his current cultivation base of the third stage of the Innate Realm, to fight Ye
Xingchen’s cultivation base of the fourth stage, the chance of winning is not very high.

There will be a battle between him and Ye Xingchen sooner or later, the more fully
prepared, the higher his chance of winning.

Therefore, in the past few days, his main energy has been focused on cultivation,
constantly simulating the situation of fighting with Ye Xingchen in his mind, trying to
minimize his mistakes.

Alma Chu went to a business party. When the venue was about to end, Wayne Lin
received a call from Alma Chu and asked him to pick it up.

Wayne Lin immediately changed his clothes and set off.



After hanging up the phone, Alma Chu said to a well-dressed young man in front of him:
“Mr. Ye, thank you for helping me just now.”

“Hehe, you’re welcome. It is my honor to serve you such a beautiful and temperament
lady.” The well-dressed young man said gracefully. He was slender and dressed in a
decent suit. He looked particularly handsome and unrestrained. Many eyes of the
opposite sex.

And his eyes when looking at Alma Chu were also full of heat.

If Wayne Lin was here, he would be able to recognize it for the first time, this
well-dressed young man, no one, but Ye Xingchen!

Alma Chu has some good feelings for Ye Xingchen. At the party just now, Ye Xingchen
helped her out and offended some big bosses because of it. She was very grateful to Ye
Xingchen.

Alma Chu is wearing a black evening gown tonight, which sets off her snow-white skin
even more like Snow White, noble, elegant and atmospheric.

Especially Alma Chu’s beautiful appearance is even more heart-stirring, coveting it.

Ye Xingchen had an almost abnormal desire for Alma Chu.

He came to participate in this business party tonight. It was very boring. He didn’t
expect to meet Alma Chu, such a stunning woman, and his mind immediately became
active.

Seeing Alma Chu not speaking, Ye Xingchen’s eyes flashed and he walked closer for
half a step, showing a very handsome smile, and said: “Miss Chu, I just drove over
here, why don’t I take you home?”

Alma Chu shook her head and politely rebuffed, “Don’t bother Mr. Ye anymore. I called
my husband just now, and he is already on his way.”

Hearing this, Ye Xingchen’s brows immediately frowned, and a haze flashed in his eyes,
and he said in surprise on the surface: “Miss Chu, are you already married?”



Alma Chu saw Ye Xingchen’s love for her at a glance, and said with a smile, “Yes, I
have been married for five years.”

Ye Xingchen was a little disappointed, but he immediately showed another kind of
desire, a wife, it would be good to conquer.

“Really? Then I have to get to know your husband and see what kind of excellent man
can pursue such a perfect woman as Miss Chu.” Ye Xingchen said.

Alma Chu smiled, but did not respond.

Not long after, Alma Chu saw Wayne Lin who was coming, and she was overjoyed,
walked towards Wayne Lin, waved and shouted, “Wayne, I am here.”

Immediately, Wayne Lin heard her voice and looked in this direction, and Ye Xingchen
also looked towards Wayne Lin. Suddenly, the two of them looked at each other.

forest

Wayne’s heart jumped, why did Ye Xingchen appear here?

Lin Xingchen was also stunned, and immediately he realized that Alma Chu’s husband
is Wayne Lin. For a moment, he squinted his eyes and became cloudy.

Soon, Alma Chu walked in front of Wayne Lin, took Wayne Lin’s arm affectionately, and
kissed Wayne Lin’s face, and said happily: “Wayne, here you are, I will introduce you A
friend, fortunately having him just now, helped me out at the banquet.”

“Really?” Wayne Lin smiled and took his gaze away from Ye Xingchen’s face.

After a while, Alma Chu took Wayne Lin and walked to Ye Xingchen, and said with a
smile, “Mr. Ye, let me introduce you. This is my husband, Wayne Lin.”

Then he said to Wayne Lin: “Wayne, this is Mr. Ye Xingchen Ye. Fortunately, he was
able to relieve me just now, otherwise I must be drunk now.”

After speaking, she found something was wrong, Wayne Lin and Ye Xingchen looked at
each other, the swords were drawn between them, and there were electric sparks in the
air!



She was not stupid, she realized in an instant that Wayne Lin and Ye Xingchen knew
each other, and they were still in a hostile relationship.

“It’s a coincidence. I didn’t expect that the woman I was looking for was your wife. Tsk
tsk.” Ye Xingchen suddenly laughed, the corners of his mouth raised, revealing a mad
and evil expression, where is the elegance and decency just now ?

Seeing him like this, Alma Chu immediately frowned, and the goodwill towards him
disappeared instantly.

Wayne Lin squinted his eyes and stared at Ye Xingchen, and said, “Ye Xingchen, you
are a powerful person in the fourth stage of the Innate Realm. You still have a face
when you attack the ordinary people around me? Could it be that you don’t think so My
opponent, so he threatened me with the people around me and made me throw a rat?
Or is it that your BRAGRUN organization is all in this style.”

Alma Chu realized that there was an irreconcilable grievance between Wayne Lin and
Ye Xingchen, she immediately became nervous, and grasped Wayne Lin’s arm,
especially the evil spirit that Ye Xingchen exuded, which made her feel very
uncomfortable.

At the same time, she was scared for a while, that Ye Xingchen was actually a bad
person.

Ye Xingchen laughed loudly when he heard Wayne Lin’s words, staring at Wayne Lin
and saying, “I need to threaten you with people around you? A big joke!”

After he finished speaking, he took a step forward, staring straight at Wayne Lin, and a
murderous intent appeared in his pupils, “Wayne Lin, you wild species, when Qin
Yuehua betrayed the organization and married your father, it was a shame! And your
existence is the shame in the shame, you are not qualified to survive in this world!”

The aura that he exudes at this moment is huge, such as overwhelming mountains,
mountains whirring and tsunami, turbulent aura and murderous intent swept in, so that
Alma Chu could not bear it first, her face was pale, and her breathing became short.

Wayne Lin also took a step forward, blocking Alma Chu behind him.



“Ye Xingchen, this is the cultivation of your BRAGRUN organization. One bite one wild
species, and claiming to be a god, it’s a horrible thing in the world, but you also have
this face!” Wayne Lin did not back down, his aura rose steadily. , And Ye Xingchen
tit-for-tat, “Whether I am qualified to exist, it is not your BRAGRUN organization that has
the final say, let alone you Ye Xingchen’s decision!”

Ye Xingchen showed a grinning smile on his face, his murderous intent was at the
extreme at this moment, and he was about to disregard the occasion and directly attack
Wayne Lin, “It’s not me who has the final say? Then I will let you see today, can I have
the final say? !give me……”

Speaking of this, just when he was about to make a move, suddenly, he sensed
something, his face changed suddenly, and he looked in a direction behind him. He was
shocked for a second, and then he showed a playful expression, “Somewhat interesting.
“

After saying this, he immediately disappeared in place, chasing in that direction.

Wayne Lin also sensed it in an instant, and he also looked over and saw a red shadow
that flashed past.
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Seeing this red shadow, Wayne Lin immediately thought of it. This is what Ugly said,
Master Nishang!

A super master of the fourth stage of Innate Realm, she appeared again.

Ye Xingchen’s murderous intent was condensed to the extreme just now, and he was
about to make a move.

With Wayne Lin’s current cultivation base, Alma Chu was burdened by it, and when he
really fought, his chances of winning were actually very small.

But at this time, neon clothes appeared.



No, to be precise, Nishang was here long ago, staring at them in the dark. When Ye
Xingchen was about to attack Wayne Lin, Nishang warned Ye Xingchen and
immediately alerted Ye Xingchen and rescued him in disguise. under.

Nishang disappeared very quickly, even with Wayne Lin’s eyesight, he couldn’t track it,
but in an instant, he saw the profile of Nishang, a beautiful and flawless face.

He feels a bit complicated, grateful for neon clothes, and worried about neon clothes.

“Wayne, I’m sorry, I caused you trouble again.”

At this moment, he heard the sad voice of Alma Chu beside him, pulled his thoughts
back, lowered his head, and saw Alma Chu’s guilty face.

Wayne Lin held her face and said with a smile: “Fool, how can you say that it caused
me trouble? Originally, I and Ye Xingchen were in a hostile relationship. Even if you
didn’t meet him tonight, there would be a relationship between me and him. It is
impossible to reconcile.”

Alma Chu said, “But, he knows now that you have a wife…”

Alma Chu’s meaning is obvious, that is, she will become Wayne Lin’s burden in the
future.

Wayne Lin shook his head again and said: “Fool, don’t think about it, there is no such
thing, Ye Xingchen’s level of power, he will not start with ordinary people around me,
once this kind of thing spreads out, he will be Thousands of people cast aside.”

“Is this really the case?” Alma Chu said with some worry.

Wayne Lin held her hand and said with a smile: “Of course it’s true, when did I lie to
you. Okay, don’t think about it, it’s okay, this Ye Xingchen is not my opponent.”

“Um…” Alma Chu nodded gently, very docile, and after a pause she wanted to say
something, but when the words came to her lips, she still didn’t say anything.

Actually, there is no need for her to say anything, Wayne Lin knows what she is going to
say, just asking about the conversation between him and Ye Xingchen, especially Ye
Xingchen saying that he is a wild species and is not qualified to exist in this world.



Wayne Lin looked at Alma Chu deeply and said, “Alma, I assure you that I will be fine.
After this incident, I will explain my life experience to you.”

Alma Chu nodded vigorously, “Okay!”

Next, they went home together.

Wayne Lin finally glanced at the direction where the neon clothes disappeared, and
some worries flashed in his eyes, hoping that nothing would happen to the neon
clothes.

He didn’t choose to chase, he couldn’t catch up, and it didn’t make sense.

…………

When Ye Xingchen was about to attack Wayne Lin, he suddenly felt a strong breath and
warned him. When he turned his head, he found the neon clothes and chased after him
without hesitation.

He came to Province G this time for the purpose of neon clothes, Wayne Lin, it was only
his accidental discovery.

“Nishang, you really are protecting this wild species.” Ye Xingchen ran, showing a sneer,
speeding up, and chasing towards Nishang.

Both he and the neon clothes are the fourth stage in the congenital realm, away from
Dzogchen

Only one step away, the speed is so fast that the eyesight of ordinary people can’t find
its trajectory at all. When you see a flower, the person disappears. People who see it
often think that they have hallucinations.

A few minutes later, they had ran for more than ten kilometers and arrived at a remote
park, next to an artificial lake, where the neon clothes stopped.

The movements are sudden, as if they are suddenly still, which violates science and
loses inertia.



Then Nishang turned his head, stared at Ye Xingchen, and said: “Wayne Lin has never
done anything to harm the organization, why are you targeting him?”

Ye Xingchen did not answer her, but stared straight at the neon clothes and said: “Neon
clothes, you finally appeared, I have been waiting for you for a long time.”

Ni Chang squinted her eyes, and she felt that Ye Xingchen coveted her, which made her
very uncomfortable, especially Ye Xingchen’s eyes, looking at her, it was extremely
annoying!

“Ye Xingchen, are you following me?” Nishang said coldly.

Wayne Lin walked slowly toward the neon clothes, step by step, and gradually narrowed
the distance. After a while, he was already standing three meters in front of the neon
clothes, and he could smell the fragrance of the neon clothes, which made his dantian
fire constantly combustion.

“Nishang, the holy king once ordered that members of the mortal organization shall not
help the wild species born by Qin Yuehua, and you, Yang Feng Yin violates, and I don’t
know how I will tell the holy king, what the holy king will do with you!” Ye Xingchenpi
Xiaorou said without a smile, that was extremely awkward, and when Nishang saw him
like this, she couldn’t help but arouse a wave of anger when she was cold and arrogant.

Ye Xingchen didn’t speak. The Saint King had indeed given such an order. If Ye
Xingchen really told the Saint King about this, then she would definitely be punished!

She was not afraid of being punished, but once the Saint King knew about it, Wayne
Lin’s situation would be very dangerous. With Saint King’s character, knowing that
Wayne Lin had grown up now would definitely kill Wayne Lin.

In addition, Qin Yuehua, his concubine, would also be implicated.

So for a while, her brows frowned very tightly, and at the same time she acted
murderously towards Ye Xingchen.

“Why, do you still want to kill me? You can try it. I just want to learn about your strength
in the Western Regions too!” Ye Xingchen laughed strangely, not afraid of the clothes.

That looks really cheap to the extreme!



Ni Shang took a deep breath, forcibly suppressed the anger and murderous intent,
stared at Ye Xingchen coldly, and said, “Ye Xingchen, what do you want?”

“What do I want?” Ye Xingchen’s face once again showed that maddening and evil
expression, flowing in air, slowly walking towards the neon clothes, at the same time, he
showed an intoxicated expression and took a deep breath. With a sigh, I sucked in the
scent from Ni Chang’s body, Ni Chang frowned, and she was really angry now, and she
wished to take it immediately and put Ye Xingchen with a palm!

But she knew that once she did this, the result would be even worse, because she
couldn’t kill Ye Xingchen.

“Neon clothes, what do I want, you know very well, so why bother to ask?” Ye Xingchen
said with a smile.

Nishang’s face changed, and he blurted out, “Ye Xingchen, you have to die, I can’t be
your Taoist companion!”

Ye Xingchen has been coveting her. It’s no secret. In fact, Neishang felt very disgusted
and disgusted with this incident.

Ye Xingchen shrugged and said: “Impossible? Okay, then I can only kill that wild breed,
take the wild dog’s head back, and ask the Holy King for credit. I believe this credit is
enough for the Holy King to order and take you. The promise is given to me…Nice
clothes, I heard that you are still an incomparable extremely yin physique in the world.
Double cultivation with you can bring me a lot of improvement, hehe!”

Chapter 454
After speaking, Ye Xingchen took one step further, got closer to the neon clothes, took
another deep breath, showing an expression of intoxication, like that, how insignificant it
would be.

Nishang couldn’t help it anymore, she shot Ye Xingchen directly and slapped Ye
Xingchen on the face.



She slapped her palm without warning, suddenly violent, and the distance was so close.
When Ye Xingchen reacted, it was too late to dodge, so she could only watch the slap of
the neon clothes and slap it on his face. on.

Snap!

It was unusually loud and spread throughout the park.

Nishang didn’t kill him, the main thing was to teach Ye Xingchen, but even so, this
strength was enough for Ye Xingchen to take a good meal.

Right now, Ye Xingchen was photographed back and forth, and half of his face lost
consciousness. After a while, he started to ache fiercely, and his mouth was directly
beaten with blood.

An anger suddenly rose from his chest and rushed to his head!

Vent out furiously, “Neon! You b*tch! You are looking for death!!”

Ye Xingchen’s eyes were instantly red, and the whole person was swallowed by anger,
and he let out a monstrous roar, which scared the birds and beasts in the park to
tremble. The sound wave was so loud that it caused a slight ripple on the artificial lake.
It can be seen how loud Ye Xingchen’s voice is.

In this regard, Nishang is not afraid at all, she sneered, and asked her heart to be
happy.

In the next moment, Ye Xingchen launched a fierce attack on the neon clothes. His eyes
were fierce. Even at night, he could see two groups of flames in his pupils.

What brings the greatest pressure to people is his aura, like the essence, causing the
surrounding air to solidify and become a cage. It seems that there is no place in the sky
and the earth.

Even for a person in the realm of neon clothes, she felt the pressure in an instant, and
her movements stopped for a while.



However, she was also an extremely strong person in the fourth stage of the Innate
Realm. She was not under Ye Xingchen, and she snorted. She was not affected by Ye
Xingchen, and soon she began to counterattack.

Fortunately, it is the big night now, and this park is relatively remote, there are no
people, otherwise, the two of them top masters fighting, the movement brought about is
great, if anyone is photographed, they can make headlines.

Now in this world, there are innate realm masters, but because the number is too small,
most ordinary people don’t know it. Once ordinary people see it, they think they have
met Superman.

Ye Xingchen’s style is more feminine, like a poisonous snake, and every attack carries a
cold air, which makes people very uncomfortable.

On the contrary, Nishang is a woman, her style is very strong, open and close, full of
vigorous atmosphere between her fists and feet, like a female war god.

They just played against each other for half a minute, and they have already damaged
the surrounding area very much.

“Nishang, you slut, I didn’t expect your strength to be so strong, no wonder you dare to
challenge me.” Ye Xingchen did not take down the Nishang, and several killer moves
were resolved by Nishang, but instead Every time Neishang’s counterattack was full of
vigor, it shook his hands and feet uncomfortably.

In the same way, the neon clothes were invaded by Ye Xingchen’s cold air. Fortunately,
her extremely yin physique quickly suppressed the cold air.

Then it transformed into the body and became the nourishment of her extremely yin
physique.

Ye Xingchen soon discovered this too, his face was very ugly.

Nishang said with a cold face: “Ye Xingchen, we are equal in strength. You can’t beat
me. I think everyone is a colleague in the organization. I can forgive you for this offense.
If there is another time, don’t blame me. No mercy!”

Ye Xingchen suddenly smiled, “Is that right? How are you being merciless.”



Ni Chang squinted his eyes and said, “Do you think I don’t know what you have done
secretly over the years? I don’t know what I have done to the Holy King. What will he do
with you?”

In an instant, Ye Xingchen’s face was gloomy, staring at the neon clothes, gritted his
teeth, and a strong panic flashed in his eyes.

Over the years, he has indeed violated Yang Feng Yin and done a lot of illegal things. If
the Holy King heard about him, his fate would not be much better!

I was caught by the neon clothes, really

It’s uncomfortable!

Nishang continued: “Ye Xingchen, I don’t want to be an enemy of you. We don’t offend
the river. Don’t provoke me, and I won’t provoke you, otherwise, we will die together!”

After saying this, Nishang stopped staying, turned around and left, stepping on the
water, crossing the river with a reed.

Ye Xingchen looked at the back of Nishang’s departure, his face was ugly, and finally
waved his sleeves, and said coldly: “Nishang, I will definitely get you, you wait for me!”

…………

On Wayne Lin’s side, he was under even greater pressure, and he began to work hard
to improve his cultivation as soon as possible.

If he loses to Ye Xingchen, the consequences will be disastrous, which he cannot
accept.

He suddenly remembered something that Ye Xingchen mentioned when he first saw
him.

Ye Xingchen thinks that his cultivation is so advanced because he has double cultivation
with the neon clothes.



This is something he can’t understand. What martial arts can be diligent through double
cultivation? In this world, where there is such a good thing, he has never heard of such
a thing.

After thinking about it, he decided to ask the ugly master.

“Who is Ye Xingchen?” Wayne Lin said straightforwardly after seeing the ugly master.

Ugly Master was drinking tea. He was startled when he heard the three words Ye
Xingchen. The tea in his mouth spurted out all of a sudden, Wayne Lin dodged and hid.

From Chou Ye’s reaction, Wayne Lin already knew the answer he wanted. This Ye
Xingchen, even in the BRAGRUN organization, must be a supernatural existence.

Ugly Master said in surprise: “Master, did Ye Xingchen find you?”

“Not bad.” Wayne Lin nodded, and then he briefly said about the events of the past few
days. After listening to the ugly master, he couldn’t hide the panic on his face, stood up,
and paced back and forth.

Wayne Lin saw him like this and said again: “Tell me his identity.”

The Ugly Master swallowed his saliva and said to Wayne Lin: “Ye Xingchen, he is the
protector of the Eastern Region of the BRAGRUN organization. He has reached the
fourth stage of the innate realm and reached the peak of his cultivation. It is said that he
was once in Antarctica. After three years of training, he has cultivated cold energy into
his body, and every attack can cause a lot of damage to his opponent! The most
terrifying thing is that his martial arts talent is extremely high, and he was killed when he
first entered the first stage of the innate realm. A strong man in the second stage of the
innate realm can achieve leapfrog killing. Now he has reached the fourth stage of the
innate realm, and he is afraid that he can be a peerless strong who can challenge the
great perfection of the innate realm!”

Wayne Lin was also a little surprised after listening, but after thinking about it carefully,
the two contacts with Ye Xingchen did indeed feel Ye Xingchen’s extraordinary.

The ugly master said: “The previous Lu Dongbin was a small person, not to be afraid,
but Ye Xingchen, the protector of the Eastern Region, will definitely attack you with his



character, and then take your head to the Saint King. Thank you! Master, you are in
danger!”

This was the first time Wayne Lin saw the Ugly Master in such a panic, so it seemed
that Ye Xingchen was indeed a powerful character.

“It doesn’t matter, next time I see him, I will kill him.” Wayne Lin said calmly.

If you change the previous time, Ugly Master will believe it, but now, Ugly Master’s eyes
are obviously full of doubts and bitterness, and he sighed and said: “Master, I know your
martial arts talent is very high, but Ye Xingchen’s martial arts The learning talent is
higher, especially, he is already in the fourth stage of the innate realm, one level higher
than you, not because I don’t believe it, but in fact, you are really not his opponent.”

Wayne Lin smiled slightly, did not speak, and was silent for a while. He said with some
curiosity: “There is one more thing. Ye Xingchen saw me for the first time and said that I
had both repaired with Nishang, so I have such a cultivation level. What is this? What’s
the matter, what is the secret of this neon clothes that I don’t know?”

When Ugly Master heard this, his face changed again, “This…”

He looked around, as if to see if the neon clothes were nearby.

Wayne Lin’s curiosity intensified when he saw his nervous look.

Finally, the Ugly Master was sure that Nishang was not here, he gritted his teeth,
walked to Wayne Lin’s ear, and said softly: “This matter used to be a secret, Master
Nishang, she is a rare extremely vaginal physique in the world, the practitioner and her
Double cultivation, cultivation level will be significantly improved, if you become a Taoist,
long-term double cultivation, you can get huge benefits.”


